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Abstract 

 

The problem of the Dirac Comb is revisited. An estimation of the band gap, band 

width and effective mass is calculated for the case of a weak attractive potential. 

The unbound states (Positive Energy Spectrum) are examined. The results will 

show that, with increasing band order, the band gaps increase to an asymptotic 

value whereas the band widths increase indefinitely and the effective mass values 

are very small and decrease rapidly with alternating signs.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Dirac Comb is an important model in quantum mechanics. This potential consists 

of a one-dimensional evenly spaced delta-function spikes. It was introduced in the 

early 30’s as a special case of the Kronig-Penney model to understand the electron 

band structure and the band gap formation in a crystalline solid [1].This model has 

played an enormous role in the development and advancement of condensed 

matter Physics. When electrons move in a solid, they experience a periodic 

potential due to the lattice structure. This atomic potential is short range, modeled 

by Kronig and Penney in 1931 by a series of periodic rectangular wells or barriers 

and then further simplified by a series of long string of Delta functions [1]. Band 

structures of materials are important because they are directly related to many 

macroscopic properties of the material. Furthermore, knowing the electronic band 

structure is of extreme practical importance in the theory of conduction and 

insulation in solids [2]. In particular, knowledge of the existence and locations of  
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band edges, widths and band gaps determines many physical properties of solids 

[3]. The goal of this work is to estimate the energy band spectrum of electrons in a 

lattice under the influence of a weak attractive Dirac Comb potential. 

 

 

2. Band Gap and Band Width Calculation 
 

The Dirac Comb problem can be found in any elementary Quantum Mechanic 

textbook [4,5,6]. The attractive potential is defined by the expression: 

 

���� � ��∑ 	�x � n���                             (2.1) 

 

with strength � and lattice spacing a. 

In this work, we will consider only the unbound states. Consequently, the energy 

of the electron is positive and can be expressed by: 

 

E	 � 	 ħ�����                             (2.2) 

 

where: K  is a real quantity defined in the whole interval – ∞ < Ka < ∞ . 

An expression relating K to the Bloch wave number k defined in the first 

Brillouin zone: – π ≤ ka ≤ π, can be found in the form of the following 

transcendental equation [4,5,6]: 

 

 �P �������	
��	 � cos��a� � cos� a�	                       (2.3)  

 

where P � ��!
ħ�  a dimensionless value representing the scattering power of the 

delta spikes. This equation determines the possible values of K and therefore the 

permitted energies E. It can be solved numerically or graphically as illustrated in 

the figure-1. Since: 

 

  �1 # cos� a� # 1                           (2.4) 

 

not all energies are allowed. As a result, we get gaps of forbidden energies ∆n and 

bands of allowed energies E�� �. 
Solving for P, yields:  

 

 P � P��a,  a� � %cos��a� � cos� a�&� ��
��������     (2.5) 

P(Ka, ka) displays an even symmetry: P(Ka, ka) = P(±Ka,±	 a) 

Therefore, for analytical convenience, the study is restricted to the following 

positive intervals: 0 ≤ ka ≤ π and 0 ≤ Ka < ∞ 

This work will deal with the weak Dirac Comb case:  

0 < λ << 1 and therefore 0 < P << 1. 
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Figure-1 shows the possible values of K and hence the permitted energies E. 

 

  

Figure-1: graph of " � P �������	
�� � cos��a�" 	versus	�a for very small P. 

 

The gaps occur at the values  a � 0 and  a � π	as can be seen in Figure-1 and 

consequently: 

  �a � %nπ � δ�&                           (2.6) 

where: 0 ≤ δn << 1, n- even = 2,4,6,…refers to the top of even bands ( a � 0) 

n-odd = 1,3,5,… refers to the top of odd bands ( a � π) 

Combining equations (2.5) and (2.6), yields: 

P � %nπ � δ�& tan�01� �                          (2.7) 

Expanding P into Taylor series in term of δn near 0, yields: [7,8,9] 

P � 2
� nπδ� �	

2
� δ�� �

2
�3 nπδ�4 �

2
�3 δ�3 �

2
�35 nπδ�6 �

2
�35δ�7 �

28
354�5nπδ�8 �⋯(2.8) 

Inverting the above expression and finding the inverse Taylor series expansion of 

δn in term of P, yields: [7,8,9] 

δ� � 	 2nπP �
4

%nπ&4 P
� � 2

3%nπ&4 =1 �
24
%nπ&�> P

4 � 16
3%nπ&6 =1 �

15
%nπ&�> P

3 

        � �
6%�A&B C1-

255
%�A&� �

22�5
%�A&EF P6�. ..                         (2.9) 

  

• The band gap can be calculated by the expression: 

 ∆�	� E%nπ& � E%nπ � δ�& � ħ�
���� I%nπ&� � %nπ � δ�&�J 

   ∆�	� �ħ�K
��� I1 �

2
%�A&� P �	

2
4%�A&� C1 �

2�
%�A&�F P� �

�
%�A&E C1 �

25
%�A&�F P4 

        � 2
6%�π&E C1-

�55
4%�π&� �

L75
%�π&EF P3 �⋯J                      (2.10) 

The band gap ∆n is small, it increases with band order and reaches an asymptotic 

value ∆∞ expressed by:      

M� �ħ�K
NO� 	=2

P
O                            (2.11) 
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• The band width refers to the size of the band and can be calculated by the 

expression: 

W� � E%nπ � δ�& � E%�n � 1�π& � ħ�
���� I%nπ � δ�&� � %�n � 1�π&�J    

W� � ħ�
���� I�2n � 1�π� � 4P � 3

%�A&� P� �
3

4%�A&� C1 �
2�

%�A&�F P4 �⋯J  (2.12) 

The band width W� is very large when compared to the corresponding gap, it too 

increases with band order. However, unlike the band gap, this increase is not 

bounded and when n >>1, its main contributing term increases linearly as: 

W�	~	ħ
�A��
���                             (2.13) 

For the ground state, the lowest energy is zero (E1 = 0) and it corresponds to 

 a �  Sa � cosT2�1 � P�                          (2.14) 

The width of the first band energy is: 

 W2 � E�π � δ2� � E�0� � ħ�
���� %π � δ2&�                  

W2 � ħ�
���� Iπ� � 4P � 3

A� P� �
3
4A� C1 �

2�
%�A&�F P4 �

U
A� C1 �

2�
%�A&�F P3 �⋯J (2.15) 

 

 
 
Figure-2: Dispersion relation in the reduced Brillouin zone 

 
Figure-3: Dispersion relation in the extended Brillouin zone 
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3. Effective Mass Calculation 
 

The estimation of the effective mass is an important tool in the theory of solids. 

The most common application of effective mass theories is in parametrizing the 

features of a band structure. This is especially practical in semiconductors and 

insulators where most experimental features arise from electron occupation near 

the extremal points of band maxima (valence bands) and band minima 

(conduction bands) [10,11,12]. In our current work, we evaluate the effective 

mass at four different locations: 

 

• The bottom of the odd bands; ka << 1 and n-odd = 3,5,7,…  

This corresponds to:  

 �a = (n–1)π + z(ka)                           (3.1) 

with z(ka) <<1 and z(0) = 0  

The energy is given by the expression: 

 E� � ħ���
��  = 

ħ�
���� %�n � 1�π � z&�                     (3.2) 

Inserting equation (3.1) into equation (2.3), yields: 

 �P ����W�
%��T2�AXW&� cos�z� � 1 � S� a�                        (3.3) 

where: 

 S� a� � �1 � cos� a�                           (3.4) 

Expanding S(ka) in (3.3) to Taylor series in term of z near 0, yields: [7,8,9] 

 S� a� � 	� K
��T2�A z � O�z��	                                 (3.5) 

Inverting the above expression and finding the inverse Taylor series expansion of 

z in term of S(ka), yields: [7,8,9] 

 z � 	� ��T2�A
K S � O�S��								                          (3.6) 

Combining the equations (3.2), (3.4) and (3.6), yields the following expression for 

the effective mass at the bottom of odd bands: 

 %[�\[]�&5 �
ħ�
�∗ �	 ħ

�
�

%��T2�A&�	
K                            (3.7) 

and therefore the ratio of the effective mass m* to the mass of the electron is: 

 %�∗
� &5 �

K
%��T2�A&�                            (3.8) 

The effective mass at the bottom of odd bands, excluding the first band, has a very 

small positive value and it decreases with increasing band order. 

For the case of the first band; i.e. n=1, the bottom occurs at: 

 a �  Sa � cosT2�1 � P� ≅ √2P                               (3.9) 

This corresponds to �a	near:  �a = z( a) with z( Sa) = 0 and hence, equation 

(2.3) yields:  

 �P ����W�
W � cos�z� � �1 � P� � N� a�                       (3.10) 

where:  

 N� a� � cos� a� � �1 � P�                         (3.11) 
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Expanding N( a) in (3.10) to Taylor series in term of z near 0, yields: [7,8,9] 

N� a) = 
KT4
7 z� � KT6

2�5 z3 �
KT8
6535 z7 � O�zU� (3.12) 

Inverting the above expression and finding the inverse Taylor series expansion of 

z
2
 in term of N( a), yields: [7,8,9] 

z� � 	 7
KT4N �

L�KT6�
6�KT4�bN� � O�N4�   (3.13) 

One can easily show the following: 

 N( Sa) = 0 

 % [c
[�]��&]d � � sin� Sa� � �fP�2 � P�   }(3.14)  

% [�c
[�]���&]d � �P � 1�       

The energy is given by the expression: 

E = 
ħ���
��  = 

ħ�
���� z�     (3.15) 

Using the equations (3.11), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), leads to: 

 %[�\[]�&]d �
ħ�
�∗ � 4ħ�

� %KT2KT4�
7�KT6�K
6�KT4�b&        (3.16) 

and therefore the ratio of the effective mass m* to the mass of the electron is: 

%�∗
� &]d � g24h %

2
ijk
ijbX

l�ijB�i
B�ijb�b

&             (3.17) 

The above expression can be estimated for P << 1 to yield: 

%�∗
� &]d � 1 � 23

36P� �
4�
246P4 � O�P3�       (3.18) 

 The effective mass at the bottom of the first band is slightly smaller than the 

electron mass. 

• The top of the odd bands; ka = π – ε  with 0 ≤ ε <<1 and n-odd. 

This corresponds to:  

 �a = nπ � δn �	z(ka)     (3.19) 

with z(ka) <<1 and z(π) = 0  

The energy is given by the expression: 

E� � ħ� �
��  = 

ħ�
���� %nπ � δ� � z&�       (3.20) 

Inserting equation (3.19) into equation (2.3), yields: 

 �P ����01XW�
%�AT01TW&� cos�δ� � z� � 1 � T� a� (3.21) 

where:   

 T� a� � cos� a� � 1        (3.22) 

Expanding T( a) in (3.21) to Taylor series in term of z near 0, and making use of 

equation (2.7), yields: [7,8,9] 

T� a� � 	� %%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�
%�AT01&� z � O�z��  (3.23) 

Inverting the above expression and finding the inverse Taylor series expansion of 

z in term of T( a), yields: [7,8,9] 

 z � 	� %�AT01&�	
%%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�T � O�T��   (3.24) 

Combining the equations (3.20), (3.22) and (3.24), yields the following expression  
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for the effective mass at the top of odd bands: 

 %[�\[]�&A �
ħ�
�∗ � 	 ħ

�
�

%�AT01&b	
%%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�   (3.25) 

and therefore the ratio of the effective mass m* to the mass of the electron is: 

 %�∗
� &A �

%%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�
%�AT01&b      (3.26) 

The above expression can be estimated by the use of equation (2.9) to yield: 

 %�∗
� &A � � K

%�A&� � O�P��                             (3.27) 

The effective mass at the top of odd bands has a very small negative value and it 

decreases very fast with increasing band order.  

• The bottom of the even bands; ka = π – ε with 0 ≤ ε << 1 and n-even.  

This corresponds to:  

 �a = (n –1)π + z(ka)                          (3.28) 

with z(ka) <<1 and z(π) = 0  

The energy is given by the expression: 

E� � ħ� �
��  = 

ħ�
���� %�n � 1�π � z&�                    (3.29) 

Inserting equation (3.28) into equation (2.3), yields: 

P ����W�
%��T2�AXW&� cos�z� � 1 � U� a�                        (3.30) 

where:   

U� a� � 1 � cos� a�                         (3.31) 

Expanding U(ka) in (3.30) to Taylor series in term of z near 0, yields: [7,8,9] 

U� a� � 	 K
��T2�A z � O�z��                           (3.32) 

Inverting the above expression and finding the inverse Taylor series expansion of 

z in term of U(ka), yields: [7,8,9] 

 z � 	 ��T2�AK U � O�U��		                          (3.33) 

Combining the equations (3.29), (3.31) and (3.33), yields the following expression 

for the effective mass at the bottom of even bands: 

 %[�\[]�&A �
ħ�
�∗ � 	 ħ

�
�

%��T2�A&�	
K                             (3.34) 

and therefore the ratio of the effective mass m* to the mass of the electron is: 

 %�∗
� &A �

K
%��T2�A&�                              (3.35) 

The effective mass at the bottom of even bands has a very small positive value 

and it decreases with increasing band order. 

• The top of the even bands; ka << 1 and n-even. 

This corresponds to:  

�a = nπ – δn – z(ka)                           (3.36) 

with z(ka) <<1 and z(0) = 0  

The energy is given by the expression: 

E� � ħ���
��  = 

ħ�
���� %nπ � δ� � z&�                       (3.37) 

Inserting equation (3.36) into equation (2.3), yields: 
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P ����01XW�
%�AT01TW&� cos�δ� � z� � 1 � R� a�                       (3.38) 

where:   

 R� a� � �1 � cos� a�                         (3.39) 

Expanding R(ka) in (3.38) to Taylor series in term of z near 0, and making use of 

equation (2.7), yields: [7,8,9] 

R� a� � 	 %%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�%�AT01&� z � O�z��   

 (3.40) 

Inverting the above expression and finding the inverse Taylor series expansion of 

z in term of R� a�, yields: [7,8,9] 

 z � 	 %�AT01&�	
%%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�R � O�R��     (3.41) 

Combining the equations (3.37), (3.39) and (3.41), yields the following expression 

for the effective mass at the top of even bands: 

 %[�\[]�&5 �
ħ�
�∗ �	 ħ

�
�

%�AT01&b	
%%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�    (3.42) 

and therefore the ratio of the effective mass m* to the mass of the electron is: 

 %�∗
� &5 � 	

%%�AT01& no��01�X���	�01�&KT%�AT01&����	�01�
%�AT01&b       (3.43) 

The above expression can be estimated by the use of equation (2.9) to yield: 

 %�∗
� &5 � � K

%�A&� � O�P��            (3.44) 

The effective mass at the top of even bands has a very small negative value and it 

decreases very fast with increasing band order. 

  

 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

 

We have shown through this work, that an electron subject to a weak attractive 

Dirac Comb potential, has a band structure almost similar to that of a nearly free 

electron with the exception of the formation of small band gaps as can be shown 

in Figure-2 and Figure-3. These gaps increase with increasing band order and 

when n >> 1, they reach a maximum asymptotic value: ∆∞ = 2 P
O		 

We have also shown that the band widths are very large when compared to the 

corresponding small band gaps, they increase indefinitely with increasing band 

order and when n >>1, the main contributing term is equal to: W�~	ħ
�A��
N��     

We have calculated the effective mass and have demonstrated that it is very small 

and vanishes asymptotically when n >> 1. It is positive at the bottom of the bands 

and negative at the top of the bands with the exception of the first band where the 

effective mass at the bottom is almost equal to that of the electron mass.  
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